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VIEWPOINT

Fail to plan, plan to fail
All this chaos roiling the industry didn’t have happen. It’s a simple
THE WORDS ABOVE are attributed to Benjamin Franklin and ilmatter of the industry failing to plan for the recovery it knew was
lustrate very well the state of play in the airline industry for the past
coming. And it comes down to people. Airlines are businesses and I
few months. I wrote in my last column about how liberating it was to
understand as well as the next person about shareholder value and
finally, after about three years, be able to get on a plane and actually
the need for the airlines to inflict massive layoffs on their employees
go somewhere. It was so liberating in fact that I had plans to fly to
to survive the pandemic. In 2019, the global aviation sector employed
the US, visit family, and fly around the US on business to meet some
90 million people. That figure is now 44 million, according to IATA.
of the companies we cover in Asian Aviation.
Airlines want to blame the weather, air traffic control staffing probGiven how badly airlines in the US, Europe, and to a lesser extent
lems, computer problems, and anything else except their own lack
in Asia have planned for the current surge in travel however, has
of planning. Yes, the massive job cuts helped airlines and airports
given me pause. Not a day has gone by in recent weeks without
stay in business (as did generous government subsidies in some
headlines in the world’s press detailing the thousands of cancelled
cases), but instead of planning for the recovery and bringing back
flights, hundreds of thousands of stranded passengers, and what
experienced (and more expensive) employees, airlines are stumbling
only can be described as chaos in the airline industry.
their way through the chaos by hiring less
In the US as the Fourth of July holiday got
experienced employees (i.e., cheaper ones).
underway, more than 650 flights were canAirlines, airports, ground
Airline executives insist that the problem is
celled on one day and 5,200 flights within,
handling companies
a natural result of the layoffs, but also blame
into or out of the country were delayed. And
the constantly changing government-imthat was just one day in one country. Euand everyone else in the
posed pandemic measures they say made it
rope had more than double the cancellations
aviation value chain failed
extremely difficult to plan ahead.
compared to the US, according to a Bloomb“Between their own research, research that
erg report and fares are starting to rise to
to plan for the surge
my company and others have conducted,
exorbitant levels. Asia has been less affected
in passenger numbers
and their reservations systems, airline execufor the simple fact that some countries like
that the industry actually
tives should have seen, and thus should have
China are still in COVID-related lockdowns.
known, that there would be strong demand
But Asia may not be spared, according to
predicted would happen.
to travel again,” said Henry Harteveldt, printhe International Air Transport Association
cipal at market research and advisory firm
(IATA). The region’s passenger traffic is now
Atmosphere Research. “Either they didn’t look at their own data, or
at 22 percent of pre-COVID levels, much lower than in other regions,
misread or misinterpreted it, but none of this should have been a
but is expected to rapidly increase to 70 percent by the end of the
surprise to airlines," he told CNN.
year. IATA’s regional vice president for Asia-Pacific, Philip Goh, said
Airlines, airports, ground handling companies and everyone else
at the group’s recent annual general meeting in Doha that “Asia is
in the aviation value chain failed to plan for the surge in passennot seeing much of airport congestion yet. But I qualify that this will
ger numbers that the industry actually has been predicting would
change very rapidly when the travel momentum continues to build
happen. And the results are there for everyone to see. What should
the way they have been building in the last few months.” There is
have been a season of plenty for the industry this year will likely not
already some congestion in Australia, he added, and warned Japan
reach its full potential as people, like me, avoid flying because of the
could see problems when it fully reopens. “The fact of the matter is
chaos that a lack of planning has produced.
that over two years, many people have left the industry, and it takes
time to bring these workers back, train them, get them through security clearance,” he said. “If airports and airlines are smart enough to
Matt Driskill EDITOR
look at the issues Europe is facing, they must be able to plan ahead
of the demand curve. Otherwise, we would have learned nothing.”

PASSENGER EXPERIENCE
Borders are reopening,
but flying is nothing like 2019.
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MRO SOUTHEAST ASIA
Malaysia ups its game and continues
to attract major MRO players.

matt.driskill@asianaviation.com

GOING GREEN
What will it take for aviation to fully
embrace SAF and is 2050 too late?

Business Aviation News

ExecuJet Haite and
Metrojet to acquire
Funian Aviation
ExecuJet Haite, a wholly owned subsidiary
of the Haite Group, and Metrojet Limited,
the Hong Kong-based business jet operator,
announced the joint acquisition of Funian
Aviation Co., Ltd. The transaction is expected
to be finished in early July. The acquisition is a
major strategic step forward for both parties,
allowing them to build on existing strengths
in aircraft management, flight operations and
MRO services, and to reinforce their already
well-established positions as market leaders
within the region. The acquisition of Funian
Aviation is an integral first step in the future
long-term plans and relationship of Haite
and Metrojet. Funian Aviation was founded
in 2017, with their main operation base and
offices located in Shenzhen, China. Its focus
is providing both aircraft management and
high-end charter services, with extensive
experience in operating a fleet of Gulfstream
G450/G550 aircraft. Funian Aviation holds
CAAC Part 91 and has a CAAC Part 135 Air
Operator Certificate, CAAC Part 145 maintenance organisation approval and has FAA
Part 91 operation experience. The company
has also obtained the IS-BAO STAGE II certification. “Through leveraging the combined
strengths of Haite and Metrojet, Funian Aviation will continue to promote and provide
superior business aviation services and
solutions that meet the highest international
standards of safety, quality and service in
the Greater China region and abroad,” said
Metrojet CEO Gary Dolski. — MATT DRISKILL
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BOMBARDIER INAUGURATES REVAMPED
SINGAPORE SERVICE CENTRE
Bombardier recently unveiled its newly
transformed Singapore Service Centre, the
largest OEM business aviation maintenance
facility in Asia-Pacific. The newly expanded facility features substantially enhanced
service capabilities for its growing fleet of
Learjet, Challenger and Global aircraft operators. The facility will also accommodate
Bombardier’s newly launched Global 8000
business jet when it enters into service in
2025. The Singapore Service Centre, which
opened in 2014, has more than quadrupled
its current footprint from 70,000 sq. ft. (6,500
m2) to approximately 290,000 sq. ft. (27,000
m2). The massive expansion introduces exceptional new customer facilities for business jet operators, including a full-service,
environmentally controlled paint facility, advanced interior finishing capabilities, with
key support functions, such as engineering, sales and customer support and an
expanded portfolio of component, repair
and overhaul (CR&O) services. This also

includes the option for Global aircraft customers to lease BR710 engines from Rolls
Royce stored on site, significantly reducing
downtime and costs. The expansion also
adds sought-after new heavy structural and
composite repair capabilities as well as an
integrated parts depot that will serve the
site and the region, adding more than US$15
million in additional parts inventory. The
expanded Singapore Service Centre is expected to support more than 2,000 business
jet visits annually. Bombardier has installed
solar panels on the facility’s roofs as well
as its carpark structures to reduce energy
consumption, which translates to 15 percent
of the site’s annual electricity demand. The
Singapore Service Centre currently employs
more than 200 staff, including more than
160 licensed engineers and technicians and
is in the process of adding more than 50
additional staff. Bombardier also recently introduced a new apprenticeship programme
in Singapore. — MATT DRISKILL

TEXTRON DELIVERS SPECIAL MISSION
CESSNA CITATION LONGITUDE TO JAPAN
Textron Aviation announced it has delivered
a special mission Cessna Citation Longitude
jet fitted with flight inspection calibration
equipment to be operated by the Japan Civil
Aviation Bureau (JCAB). The aircraft will conduct flight validation and flight inspection
operations to ensure the integrity of the airways that constitute the national airspace of
Japan. “Textron Aviation is honoured to, once
again, be selected as the aircraft provider of
choice for the JCAB,” said Bob Gibbs, vice
president, Special Mission Sales for Textron

Aviation. The JCAB Longitude is outfitted
with the UNIFIS 3000-G2 flight inspection
equipment to perform critical verification of
navigation aids such as Instrument Landing
System Category I, II, and III (ILS Cat I,II,III) approaches, Ground Based Augmentation System (GBAS), Very High Frequency
Omni-Directional Range (VOR), Tactical Air
Navigation System (TACAN) and more. In
addition to the Longitude, the JCAB also operates five Citation CJ4 jets in a similar flight
inspection capacity. — MATT DRISKILL

Rotor/UAV News

AUSTRALIA’S
MICROFLITE ORDERS NEW
FIVE-BLADED H145
Victoria-based premium charter and commercial aircraft operator Microflite has
ordered a new five-bladed H145 as part
of its fleet expansion and modernisation
plan, to bolster the company’s commercial,
rescue and utility operations. Microflite is
Airbus’ largest Australian civil helicopter
customer. It currently operates an exclusively Airbus fleet of 19 rotorcraft, comprising
the intermediate single-engine H120, H125
and H130, as well as the light twin-engine
H135. The operator also has two new H130
helicopters on order, for delivery later this
year. As part of the ongoing modernisation
initiative, Microflite’s current fleet of H125
and H130 are currently undergoing retrofits
to be equipped with G500 TXi and Airbus’
crash resistant fuel system (CRFS), critical
hallmark for enhanced safety.
“Microflite is proud to be the first Australian
commercial operator to introduce the new
five-bladed H145 into our product portfolio.
Having experienced the quality performance
of Airbus’ fleet of helicopters in our daily
operations for many years, we are convinced
that the H145 will be a perfect asset as we expand our utility and commercial operations,”
said Jonathan Booth, chief executive officer
of Microflite Helicopter Services.
Besides operating a large fleet of Airbus
helicopters, Microflite is an appointed Airbus Maintenance Centre, demonstrating its
quality standards and adherence to bestin-class helicopter maintenance practices.
Most recently, the company was appointed
as an Airbus pilot training centre, to provide
type-rated training for H125, H130, H135 and
H145. — MATT DRISKILL

EHang signs strategic partnership
with Agricultural Bank of China
EHang Holdings which is developing autonomous aerial vehicle technology, announced it
has entered into a strategic partnership with the Guangzhou Branch of Agricultural Bank of
China, one of the world’s 10 largest commercial banks. ABC Guangzhou Branch is expected
to provide EHang with comprehensive banking services, including indicative credit facilities
of RMB1 billion (US$150 million), to support EHang’s operations in China. This partnership
with ABC Guangzhou Branch will offer support for the company’s long-term sustainable
business growth, including on R&D, manufacturing, and sales and operations.
“We are very pleased to enter into a strategic partnership with ABC Guangzhou Branch,”
said Huazhi Hu, Founder, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of EHang. “The RMB1 billion
indicative facilities for cooperation will further diversify our funding channels and facilitate
our financial flexibility and liquidity to support the continuous execution of our strategic
plans and drive our growth momentum in the long run.”
“The strategic partnership with EHang is ABC Guangzhou Branch’s first with an AAV
technology company in the emerging UAM sector,” said Dalong Li, Vice President of ABC
Guangdong Branch and President of ABC Guangzhou Branch. “We strongly support the
improvement of the urban transportation and are committed to providing high-quality
financial services to high-tech enterprises in this field. The partnership also demonstrates
our determination to actively implement China’s 14th Five-Year Plan and support the development of strategic emerging industries.” — MATT DRISKILL

SCHIEBEL TESTS CAMCOPTER S-100 FOR LOGISTICS
Schiebel, together with its partner Nordic
Unmanned, successfully demonstrated to
Norwegian energy company Equinor the onshore capabilities of the S-100 proving the
utility for UAS offshore logistics. The threeweek onshore test phase was part of the
Offshore Drone Service contract between
Equinor and Nordic Unmanned. The scope
involves cargo deliveries between the installations at the Gullfaks field and multiple daily
flights between offshore installations and
vessels in the Tampen area. The test flights
were conducted at both a facility close to

the city of Stavanger and at a commercial
airport. The aim was to verify the maturity of
the S-100 for the offshore environment and
included extending the operational range of
the CAMCOPTER S-100 beyond the initial
radio line of sight, allowing the system to
reach all target installations. In addition, the
UAV completed the drop of a subsea unmanned intervention device, which is used
for underwater inspection of installations. It
was delivered from the helideck to a specific
point in the water using the S-100’s underslung load solution. — MATT DRISKILL
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MRO News

SOUTH KOREA’S T’WAY
SIGNS ROLLS-ROYCE DEAL

Boeing opens largest
distribution centre in APAC
Boeing is bolstering its investment in Australia’s sovereign commercial and defence aviation
industries with the opening of a new Brisbane Distribution Centre. The new facility at Murarrie,
near Brisbane Airport, is the company’s largest aircraft spare parts and chemicals distribution
centre in the Asia-Pacific region and is three times larger than the company’s previous two
Brisbane distribution facilities combined. It can hold up to double the previous spare parts
inventory and can receive 15 times more freight each day direct to Brisbane, instead of via
Melbourne, meaning faster deliveries to keep commercial, defence, and business and general
aviation airplanes flying, while reducing the carbon footprint of deliveries. The Boeing Brisbane
Distribution Centre co-locates the Brisbane operations of Boeing Distribution Australia Pty Ltd
and Boeing Distribution Services Inc. Together, they deliver platform agnostic integrated supply
chain solutions through a comprehensive range of aviation parts, chemicals and services for
the commercial, business and general aviation, helicopter and defence markets. The centre
also features Boeing’s only east coast ambient temperature chamber and large-scale freezer
for the storage of chemicals, adhesives and sealants, eliminating the need for customers to
store and maintain the correct inventory levels of these highly sensitive items. Virgin Australia
General Manager, Engineering Operations Darren Dunbier said the airline would greatly benefit
from the close proximity of the new distribution centre to key maintenance facilities at Brisbane
Airport. “As a proud Queensland-based airline, we welcome Boeing’s significant investment
in a modern facility in our home state which will enable us to service our existing aircraft with
even greater efficiency and support our expanding fleet into the future.” — MATT DRISKILL

HONEYWELL APPOINTS AMETEK MRO SINGAPORE
AS AUTHORISED REPAIR CENTRE
Honeywell has appointed AMETEK Singapore PTE, a brand of AMETEK MRO, as a
Honeywell Authorised Repair Centre (ARC) specifically for engine components on CF680, PW2000, PW4000, V2500, Trent 700, Trent 800, and Trent 900. This new licensing
agreement will allow both Honeywell and AMETEK MRO to further penetrate OEM-centric
markets in Asia, serving customers that require OEM-only material through the utilisation
of strategically located facilities in Singapore and the USA. AMETEK MRO has provided
maintenance, repair, and overhaul services on these components for more than 14 years.
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Rolls-Royce and South Korean airline T’way
have signed a TotalCare service agreement
for Trent 700 engines that will power three
Airbus A330 aircraft. The agreement is the
first time T ’way has selected TotalCare —
adding another new member to the global
family of operators relying on this service. It
also marks the first time Trent 700 engines
have been operated by a South Korean airline, continuing to demonstrate the global
reach of an engine that has now accrued
more than 60 million flying hours worldwide.
The agreement will give T ’way a secured
cost of operating and maintaining their Trent
700 engines through a dollar-per-flying-hour
payment mechanism. It will also deliver enhanced aircraft availability thanks to RollsRoyce’s in-depth engine knowledge that
draws on advanced engine health monitoring. Kim Hyung-yi, T’way Air vice president,
said: “Our A330s are the first widebodies in
our fleet, and provide a significant expansion
in the levels of service we can provide our
passengers. We value this TotalCare agreement, which will maximise aircraft availability
and efficiency, allowing us to provide outstanding customer service.” — MATT DRISKILL

RBI HAWKER AUSTRALIA
RECEIVES ISO 9001 AND ISO
45001 CERTIFICATIONS
RBI Hawker announced it has been awarded
ISO 9001 and ISO 45001 certifications for its
quality management and occupational health
and safety management systems, respectively. ISO 9001 is the international standard that
specifies requirements for a quality management system and is used to demonstrate the
ability to consistently provide products and
services that meet customer and regulatory
requirements. — MATT DRISKILL

Interiors News

HAECO CABIN SOLUTIONS,
DIEHL UNVEIL SINGLE-AISLE
UPGRADES
HAECO Cabin Solutions, a business unit of
the HAECO Group specialising in aircraft
seating, interiors, and cabin reconfiguration, in cooperation with Diehl Aviation announced three cabin upgrades designed to
reduce weight, increase capacity, and improve passenger comfort. The first product,
“Aft-Simplex,” is a simplified single-aisle
aft-lavatory/galley complex. For many single-aisle operators it provides improved
density by allowing the addition of up to
six seats and lowers operating costs and/
or provides increased range through reduced weight. The Aft-Simplex is at least
70 kg (155 lbs) lighter than comparable
solutions from other suppliers. Four standard configurations are available. When installed in combination with HAECO’s Vector Light seats, overall aircraft weight is
reduced by up to 800kg, an unprecedented
improvement in operating economics for
single-aisle aircraft. The second product is
a combination of HAECO’s Eclipse seat and
a unique floor-to-floor solution designed
by Diehl. The exceptional design features
of the Eclipse seat allow it to be installed in
a 5-abreast configuration without compromising passenger comfort or privacy. The
third product is an enlarged 737 overhead
bin solution. The design of this bin allows
it to be installed without modifying the aircraft structure or Passenger Service Unit
interfaces at a weight lower than current
products. — MATT DRISKILL

Air New Zealand unveils new cabin concepts
From 2024, Air New Zealand will offer a new Business Premier Luxe suite, a new Business
Premier seat and what the airline is calling its new “Skynest”, which is a sleeping pod for
Economy Class passengers. Air New Zealand will be using new Dreamliners, due to arrive
in 2024, for its new concepts. Feedback from extensive customer research over five years
has highlighted the importance of a good night’s sleep the airline said and the need for
more space and comfort. Air New Zealand Chief Executive Officer Greg Foran points to
the airline’s ambition to create the greatest flying experience and says the new cabin, combined with world-leading Kiwi hospitality, is the winning formula. “New Zealand’s location
puts us in a unique position to lead on the ultra-long haul travel experience,” he said. “We
have zeroed in on sleep, comfort, and wellness because we know how important it is for
our customers to arrive well-rested. Whether they are heading straight into a meeting, or
to their first holiday hotspot they want to hit the ground running.” Innovation has driven
the new cabin experience from nose to tail. For Economy customers, the Skynest concept,
first announced in 2020, will be a world-first. “We wanted to offer our Economy customers
a lie-flat option and that’s how Skynest was born,” Foran said. “It’s going to be a real game
changer for the Economy travel experience. The airline has also added a Sky Pantry to the
Premium Economy and Economy cabins, so customers can stretch their legs, grab a bite to
eat and hydrate at their leisure throughout their journey. — MATT DRISKILL

CAG COMPLETES ACQUISITION OF AEROCARE
Complete Aircraft Group (CAG) announced
it has finalised the acquisition of MRO Part
145 provider, interiors and paint specialist Aerocare Aviation Services. This formally ratifies its September 2021 terms of
agreement and cements CAG’s move into
business aircraft support. The Aerocare
Aviation Services Limited name remains
unchanged. “ We are delighted to be integrating Aerocare into Complete Aircraft
Group (CAG). It is a company that has developed a great reputation in business aircraft support with a prestigious customer

base. We look forward to maximising group
synergy, not just within CAG through our
work sourcing and managing high quality
aircraft, aircraft tooling, parts and components for customers worldwide, but with
our aircraft acquisition, tear down and
oversight expertise, and especially, with
our Mobile Repair Team (MRT) specialists,”
said CAG Head of Operations Alan Barnes.
Barnes and the Aerocare leadership team
will work closely together to explore new
business development opportunities and
collaborative partnerships. — MATT DRISKILL
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Industry News

QANTAS CUTS CAPACITY,
SAYS JETSTAR CEO
STEPPING DOWN

Airbus scores big in China as Boeing seethes
Airbus recently confirmed the signature on orders with Air China, China Eastern, China
Southern, and Shenzhen Airlines for a total of 292 A320 family aircraft, demonstrating the
positive recovery momentum and prosperous outlook for the Chinese aviation market. Once
the relevant criteria are met, these orders will enter the backlog. The total value of the orders
could be as high as US$37 billion.
“These new orders demonstrate the strong confidence in Airbus from our customers. It
is also a solid endorsement from our airline customers in China of the performance, quality,
fuel efficiency and sustainability of the world’s leading family of single aisle aircraft.” said
Christian Scherer, Airbus chief commercial officer. “We commend the excellent work by
George Xu and the entire Airbus China team as well as our customers’ teams for having
brought to conclusion these long and extensive discussions that have taken place throughout
the difficult COVID pandemic.”
By the end of May 2022, the in-service Airbus fleet with Chinese operators totalled over
2,070 aircraft. At the end of May 2022, the A320neo family had totalled more than 8,000
orders from over 130 customers.
The order obviously did not sit well with American manufacturer Boeing, which claimed
politics kept them out of the game in China. China is a key market for Boeing’s 737 family of
jets and Airbus’s A320s. Relations between China and the West have become increasingly
strained in recent years, particularly with the US as a trade war erupted and widespread
tariffs were imposed by both sides. “It is disappointing that geopolitical differences continue
to constrain US aircraft exports,” a Boeing spokesperson said, adding that sales to China
historically support tens of thousands of American jobs.
China, for its part, said Airbus was simply out-competing Boeing. In the state-run Global
Times, China said “It is natural for the US side to feel sour after losing the competition to
Airbus. Judging from the performance of these two companies in the global market, since
2019, Airbus has been way ahead of Boeing in terms of competing for passenger plane
orders and market share. On the one hand, this is partly due to safety concerns as flights
operated by Boeing 737 MAX aircraft have still largely not resumed in various countries. On
the other, the disruptions in the US supply chain have seriously affected Boeing’s delivery
capacity.” — MATT DRISKILL
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Australian flag carrier Qantas announced that
it was cutting domestic capacity to get a better handle on rebounding traffic. The airline
said it was cutting capacity “to assist with the
recovery of sustained high fuel prices”. For
July and August, an additional 5 percentage
points of capacity will be removed on top of
the 10 percent announced in May, the airline
said. “This total 15 percent cut will also be
applied to September. A cut of 10 percentage points will be applied to schedules from
October through to the end of March 2023.
This brings the group’s planned domestic
flying down to 106 percent of pre-COVID
levels for the second quarter of FY23 and
110 percent for the third quarter. There are
no changes to the group’s international capacity plans, with flying steadily increasing
from around 50 percent of pre-COVID levels
currently to around 70 percent by the end
of the first quarter of FY23 to help meet demand. Meanwhile, Qantas also announced
that Jetstar CEO Gareth Evans has made the
decision to step down from his current role
in December 2022. Evans was once seen as
a potential successor to current CEO Joyce
and is a 23-year veteran of Qantas. Evans
spent time as chief financial officer, CEO of
Qantas International and, since 2017, CEO
of Jetstar. Evans will remain with the group
into next year to work on key projects before
leaving during 2023. An internal recruitment
process for the Jetstar CEO role is underway,
with a handover of several months expected,
the airline said. — MATT DRISKILL

BLR AIRPORT CROSSES 250
MILLION PASSENGER MARK
EMBRAER SIGNS PACT WITH TOYOTA
ON PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
Embraer signed an agreement with Toyota
do Brasil in order to embrace Toyota Production System (TPS) principles and concepts
in its industrial operations. The initiative
aims to eliminate waste, obtain operational
efficiency, and increase value generation for
stakeholders. During the first phase of this
joint work, a team of TPS specialists from
Toyota do Brasil will immerse themselves in
Embraer’s daily work to evaluate and suggest improvements for the company’s main
manufacturing area at the Ozires Silva Unit,
located in São José dos Campos, São Paulo.
“TPS is a methodology that can contribute
to different scenarios and occasions. More

than efficiency and productivity, the TPS
can provide solutions that allow industry
and other sectors to continuously improve
their processes, which is one of Toyota’s pillars worldwide. There is still a possibility that
we can contribute to the ESG agenda,” said
Rafael Chang, president of Toyota do Brasil.
Since 2007, Embraer has followed the
Lean philosophy as a business strategy
that spreads P3E principles, concepts, and
practices. This programme is responsible
for leading transformations in an integrated
way, paving the path for the entire company to make big steps in improving its
processes. — MATT DRISKILL

Kempegowda International Airport, Bengaluru (BLR Airport) has achieved a significant milestone by crossing the 250 million
passenger mark since the launch of its operations on Airport Opening Day (AOD), during the last weekend of June 2022. An additional 50 million passengers travelled from
BLR Airport in a span of nearly three years
despite the pandemic and consequential
slowdown. BLR Airport also achieved the
milestone of 2 million Air Traffic Movements
(ATMs) since AOD, making it the fastest
Public-Private Partnership (PPP) airport
in South India to achieve this milestone.
The addition of new carriers in conjunction
with the introduction of new routes and rising passenger numbers on existing routes
fuelled the growth. — MATT DRISKILL
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Industry News

GEODIS COMPLETES
ACQUISITION OF
KEPPEL LOGISTICS

SHUTTERSTOCK

GEODIS has finalised its acquisition of
Keppel Logistics after obtaining regulatory
approvals. This transaction consolidates
GEODIS’ Contract Logistics footprint and
e-Commerce fulfilment services in AsiaPacific and particularly in Singapore. Based
in Singapore, Keppel Logistics is a contract
logistics specialist. Active throughout
Asia-Pacific, Keppel Logistics operates
circa 200,000m2 of warehouse space
across Singapore, Malaysia and Australia,
which will complement GEODIS’ existing
high-tech facilities, including its chemical,
ambient temperature and temperaturecontrolled storage.

Singapore agencies sign on for VHF trial
The Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS), the Economic Development Board’s Office
for Space Technology and Industry (OSTIn), SITA and Startical, an Indra and Enaire company, have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to perform a proof-of-concept
on the use of space-based Very High Frequency (VHF) voice for communication between
pilots and air traffic controllers for air traffic management. The proof of concept will demonstrate the feasibility of the new technology and its benefits over ground-based VHF voice
communications, and collect the data needed for global evaluation, standards setting and
adoption. Currently, VHF voice communications is used by pilots and air traffic controllers to
communicate with each other. To ensure safe and efficient air traffic management, particularly
in crowded airspaces and during abnormal and emergency situations, the communication
needs to be reliable, direct and instantaneous. As current VHF stations are ground-based,
there is limited or no VHF voice communications coverage over oceanic, mountainous
or remote areas beyond the range of ground-based stations which constrains operation.
Space-based VHF voice communications will have more comprehensive coverage, which
helps to enhance the safety and efficiency of air traffic management. The development and
adoption of space-based VHF voice communications require technical feasibility studies
and evaluation, and standard setting by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
and the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) before they can be adopted for safe
operations. While there have been previous technical studies, the CAAS-OSTIn-SITA-Startical proof of concept is the first study where a purpose-built satellite will be deployed to
space to carry VHF communications equipment for such a trial. The purpose of the trial is
to demonstrate interoperability of space-based communications with aircraft equipment
and existing ground radio stations, with similar voice quality, latency and other criteria
compared to ground-based voice communications. In particular, the trial will demonstrate
the feasibility of space-based voice communications for the equatorial region, where the
scintillation effect that affects VHF voice communications quality is known to be more severe.
The proof of concept will commence in 2023 and will take one year to complete, following
which CAAS will present the results and data to the ICAO and ITU for consideration and
discussion. — MATT DRISKILL
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AIRCRAFT INVESTOR
STRATOS OPENS
JAPAN OFFICE
Aircraft investment company Stratos has
expanded its presence in Japan with a dedicated office in Toranomon, Tokyo staffed by
two industry veterans. Masayuki Kamada has
been appointed as head of Japan and joins
from FPG where he spent the past seven
years as branch manager and senior sales
executive covering various key territories
around Japan. In addition, Yukari Tokuda was
named business manager and spent the past
five years as a senior director at JP Lease.
Both Masayuki and Yukari have built extensive careers at leading international banks
in Japan. David Goring Thomas, chairman
of Stratos, said “We are excited to welcome
our new team members into Stratos and are
keen that this expansion into Japan keeps us
physically closer to our customers and business partners. This will enable Stratos to be
more responsive to the needs of this incredibly important market for us, and our team
is looking forward to continuing to serve
and develop our customer base across the
spectrum of our aircraft leasing and funding
activities.” Stratos manages a fleet of over 60
large commercial jet aircraft. — MATT DRISKILL

We’re the people
to keep you flying
Shannon Engine Support has the world’s largest leasing
portfolio of CFM56 and LEAP engines strategically
located across the globe. Short or long-term leases,
our tailored solutions are created by people with
unrivalled knowledge and expertise, who understand
your business and the strength of partnership.
In challenging times, that’s good to know.
SES. The CFM Specialist Lessor.

www.ses.ie

May Liu

May Liu
VP Marketing, China

Connectivity conundrum
Airlines are facing a plethora of choice when it comes to connectivity, with
a new breed of LEO systems readying for service. Emma Kelly looks at the
connectivity landscape.
PICKING A CONNECTIVITY SOLUTION has never been an easy
job for the world’s commercial airlines, with a variety of technologies
and service providers vying to meet their in-flight passenger and
operational requirements.
To date, however, in-flight connectivity (IFC) has largely failed to
meet its much-vaunted potential or provide airlines with the all-important return on investment they seek.
A number of low-Earth orbit (LEO) satellite systems, including
OneWeb, SpaceX’s Starlink and Telesat Lightspeed are about disrupt
the IFC sector and are promising to be the connectivity solution
airlines and their passengers have been looking for.
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OneWeb, for example, is building a constellation of 648 LEO
satellites arranged in 12 planes encircling the globe to deliver a
fibre-like connectivity experience. OneWeb will use electronically
steered antennas that are smaller, lighter and more advanced than
existing antennas for GEO services, suitable for all aircraft types and
able to support both LEO and GEO systems.
OneWeb is promising a robust, consistent and low-latency broadband experience to air travellers, equivalent to the one they experience in their homes. OneWeb expects its commercial aviation
terminal from Stellar Blu to achieve certification in mid-2023, with
aviation service to launch “in the middle third of 2023”.

SPACE & AVIATION

ONEWEB

◀ OneWeb is building a constellation of 648 LEO satellites arranged
in 12 planes encircling the globe to deliver a fibre-like connectivity
experience.
gaming. It supported file transfers of 5Gb in approximately 20 seconds, with services well under 100ms of network latency, according
to OneWeb. The flight tests validated the installation and integration
of the aircraft terminal, performance of the antenna and connectivity
reliability during taxi, take-off, landing and typical aircraft manoeuvres,
it says. Sidewinder flight tests will continue through 2022.
OneWeb’s test flight came as it released research showing passengers are frustrated with existing IFC services and that better IFC
has the potential to transform passenger wellbeing. The Connected
Passenger Report reveals that 59 percent of survey respondents
rated the current quality of IFC as very poor to moderate, while 60
percent said that current connections aren’t reliable enough.
“Despite the significant investment airlines are making in their
IFC offering, it is clear the current IFC experience is not consistently
delivering on the needs of today’s connected passenger with a majority of passengers not even taking the time to connect,” says Ben
Griffin, vice president for mobility.
OneWeb has distribution partnerships with Eutelsat, Gogo Business
Aviation and Satcom Direct to market and sell its services to the
business aviation and commercial airline markets. “While we have
yet to announce a launch customer, we are having extremely positive
discussions with a number of airlines worldwide,” OneWeb tells Asian
Aviation, adding that talks also involve in-flight testing of the service.

The network will have a total
Despite the significant investment airlines are making in their IFC
usable capacity of over 1.1Tbps,
offering, it is clear the current IFC experience is not consistently
with each satellite capable of delivering 7.2Gbps, supporting the
delivering on the needs of today’s connected passenger with a
delivery of hundreds of Mbps to
majority of passengers not even taking the time to connect.
each aircraft rather than a few
megabits per second available to
BEN GRIFFIN, ONEWEB
aircraft from many GEO services
today. Due to the fact the LEO
Fellow LEO revolutionary SpaceX’s Starlink has gone direct to
system is 30 times closer to the Earth than existing GEO systems, it
airlines and has already secured aviation customers — US charter
will deliver faster round-trip time speeds and lower latency to allow
airline JSX and Hawaiian Airlines. JSX plans to use the Starlink
passengers to access content in real-time, says OneWeb, with the
service on 100 aircraft, with services to launch as early as the end
operator having demonstrated a latency below 100ms across the
of this year.
network. It will also deliver seamless global coverage, including the
Hawaiian, meanwhile, will offer Starlink high-speed, low-latency
polar regions, where GEO services struggle.
broadband internet access on a complimentary basis to all pasIn May, OneWeb successfully demonstrated high-speed, low-lasengers on its trans-Pacific fleet, comprising Airbus A330s and
tency in-flight LEO satellite connectivity during a one-hour test flight
A321neos and incoming Boeing 787-9s, in 2023. The airline says it
on a Boeing 777-200LR operating from Fort Worth Alliance Airport in
waited until “technology caught up with our high standards”.
Texas in conjunction with Stellar Blu Solutions and Ball Aerospace.
Starlink’s existing LEO constellation of 2,000-plus satellites (of a
The terminal, dubbed Sidewinder, achieved “outstanding perfor4,000-plus planned constellation) already delivers broadband intermance”, according to OneWeb, reaching speeds of 260Mbps downnet services to customers on the ground in a number of countries.
load/80Mbs upload, simultaneously connecting Microsoft Team calls,
When it comes to its plans for the aviation market, Starlink has
4k YouTube streaming, Netflix, online VR gaming and Nintendo Switch
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▲ Hawaiian Airlines will offer Starlink high-speed, low-latency broadband internet access on a complimentary basis to all passengers
on its trans-Pacific fleet.
been far less forthcoming than OneWeb. It is confident, however,
that LEO is the future of IFC and that it can meet IFC needs which
are not currently being met by today’s GEO service providers. “Allin-all, passengers and customers want a great experience that [GEO]
systems simply cannot provide,” Jonathon Hofeller, vice president
of Starlink commercial sales told a Connected Aviation Intelligence
Summit last year. “It’s going to be up to the individual airline whether
they want to be responsive to that or if they are OK with having a
system that is not as responsive to their customers’ demands,” he
said. Hofeller believes that LEO providers will account for 90 per
cent of the IFC market in 10 years.
Canada’s Telesat also believes LEO will be a gamechanger for
IFC, delivering pole-to-pole fibre-like connectivity and allowing
passengers to stream video, browse the internet or perform any
other online activity unconstrained. Telesat is behind OneWeb and
Starlink bringing its solution to market, with its global Lightspeed
LEO network not expected to be in full service until 2026. Telesat’s Lightspeed will comprise a 298-satellite network, delivering
830Mbps downlink and 200Mbps uplink to aircraft.
Existing GEO operators are keen to hedge their bets when it
comes to the technology roadmap and have announced their own
LEO and hybrid solutions. Eutelsat, for example, has taken a 24 per
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cent stake in OneWeb, while Inmarsat is developing a LEO/GEO
hybrid “communications network of the future” with Orchestra, which
will combine its existing GEO satellites with a small constellation
of LEO satellites (150-175) and the terrestrial 5G network. SES has
its O3b MEO constellation; Viasat is planning its own LEO constellation; Intelsat (which acquired Gogo in 2021 to add to its satellite
telecom network) has launched a new electronically steered antenna
for multi-orbit terminals to interoperate with GEO, LEO and MEO
satellites; and Anuvu is developing a MicroGEO constellation and
has aligned with Telesat to provide a hybrid solution.
Industry expert, Daniel Welch, co-founder and senior research
consultant at market intelligence company Valour Consultancy, is
excited about the potential of the LEO systems for IFC. “It’s a really
interesting point in time. No one really knows what LEO will bring,”
he says, pointing to the likely emergence of new applications,
streaming services and added redundancy.
He says LEO solutions feature heavily in all of Valour’s discussions
with airlines, with a “high level of intrigue” on the part of airlines.
“Airlines are taking them seriously. A lot of airlines are engaged and
will remain engaged,” he adds. LEO systems are potentially a disruptor and good news for IFC with the added competition they bring,
he says, with the IFC services available today failing to convince
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Coverage, capacity and latency can be very
compelling. Some LEO systems may suffer
from limitations in capacity in highly dense
environments, where GEO may easily augment.

he says, pointing to Gogo and Intelsat, Inmarsat and Viasat,
with further moves possible.
“There are already very compelling networks in-work —
Starlink, OneWeb, Telesat Lightspeed, Amazon Kuiper, SES
O3bMPower — with some GEO operators involved — SES,
Telesat. I am sceptical that there is enough reason for many
more LEO offerings, but that hardly will stop GEO operators
looking for differentiation,” says Lemme.
Welch doesn’t see a future dominated by LEO systems yet,
with multi-orbit services to continue for some time. Lemme agrees
that GEO is not going anywhere for the foreseeable future. “In five
years, there will be airplanes with both hybrid and LEO solutions,
but GEO will be dominant. Hybrid solutions drive up terminal cost.
A LEO-only terminal is lowest in cost, weight and drag. GEO isn’t
going away. Hybrid solutions are the most robust service offering,”
Lemme says.
Whatever the connectivity future holds, OneWeb’s Griffin believes
we are on the verge of an IFC revolution: “A revolution that will mean
airlines can invest in an IFC service that delivers what they actually
need, rather than simply what suppliers can deliver. A revolution that
will finally fulfil the promise of a connected experience that is limited
by the user’s imagination, rather than the available bandwidth.” 

PETER LEMME, SEAMLESS AIR ALLIANCE

two-thirds of airlines to take them up largely due to the lack of a
viable business model. Airlines have very high expectations when
it comes to a return on investment and early adopters of IFC have
not achieved this, says Welch.
SpaceX, in particular, continues to “surprise and delight”, he says,
pointing to its signing of Hawaiian Airlines, for example, but Welch
expects the majority of airlines to continue to adopt a wait and see
approach until service launch before any commitments are made.
“The proof has to be there for airlines,” he says, adding they need
to see “a real-world network” rather than trial results.
Peter Lemme, the “Satcom Guru”, chief consultant to the Seamless
Air Alliance (which is the pan-industry organisation leading efforts
towards global standardisation in IFC) and long-time member/
chairman of the Ku/Ka-band Satcom Subcommittee of international
standards organisation AEEC, says that while there are examples of “excellent service from any GEO service provider”, the
challenge has always been to provide acceptable service levels
consistently and pervasively.
As a result, LEO offers real IFC potential. “Coverage, capacity
and latency can be very compelling. Some LEO systems may
suffer from limitations in capacity in highly dense environments,
where GEO may easily augment. LEO may struggle in the
equatorial regions where GEO is strongest; GEO suffers in the
polar regions where some LEO systems are the strongest,” says
Lemme, who previously led and managed numerous technology
programmes at Boeing and has been involved in a number of
satcom services over the years, including Tenzing and Iridium.
At the end of the day, passengers just want to be connected and
airlines are looking to satisfy this demand with the lowest cost
point, he says. “The service is moving towards a commodity —
either you have it or you don’t,” Lemme says.
Starlink and OneWeb are taking different approaches to the
market, notes Lemme. “Starlink has gone direct, has no airline
relationship to draw from, is somewhat arrogant in their technical prowess and dismissive of the need to follow standards.
OneWeb service coverage is delayed a bit, but their approach is
to work to supplement existing service providers. That approach
allows for easy incremental adoption without so much at stake,
with GEO to backstop,” he said.
While airlines continue to watch the LEO landscape, Welch
believes that existing GEO service providers are wise to adapt
their solutions, as Intelsat, Viasat and Inmarsat are doing. A
first wave of consolidation has already occurred in the sector,
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During the height of the pandemic,
regional aircraft played a key role
in keeping smaller or remote
communities connected, with a
large part of that on routes that
were downsized or abandoned.
Michael Doran visited Brazil
to speak with Embraer officials
about the outlook for regional
planes and other key items on the
manufacturer’s agenda.
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EMBRAER

Better
economics

REGIONAL JETS

◀ Arjan Meijer says “utilisation of the regional fleet is a lot
higher than for narrowbodies so we see this segment gaining
more relevance.”
▼ The Embraer E190 E2 is the perfect aircraft for ‘hot and high’
remote environments, such as often seen in Asia-Pacific.

“We have seen airlines fully leaning on their Embraer fleets and
utilisation of the regional fleet is a lot higher than for narrowbodies
so we see this segment gaining more relevance,” he explains. “We
are seeing an increase in our orders and a reduction in the number
of narrowbody aircraft in our segment.”
The better economics of the E-jets is another reason they are being adopted more widely. When compared to the Airbus A220-100,
the E195-E2 has a similar trip cost but an 11 percent lower cost per
seat. Compared to the larger A220-300, the 195-E2 has an 11 percent
lower trip cost and a 3 percent lower seat cost.
“The E2 is an extremely attractive aircraft but also if you compare
it to a much bigger A320neo, this is where we talk about complementation. The 195 E2 allows airlines to fly a significantly smaller
aircraft at very similar unit cost but a much reduced seat cost. In
the past, smaller aircraft would always offer lower trip costs but
much higher seat costs,” he adds. “We’ve really broken that trend
with the E2, even versus the newest narrowbodies that we have in
the market today.”
In the jet market, Embraer E-Jets are spread across the region,
operating in countries including China, Japan, Indonesia, Vietnam,
Malaysia, Australia and the Pacific island nation of Kiribati. Meijer
said that while there are opportunities and appetite for E-Jets in all
parts of the world, he sees a lot of pent up demand for the aircraft
in Asia-Pacific.
“In China we believe we have a very good product, with the E190
and E195-E2 to complement the local products, the ARJ21 and the
C919,” he tells Asian Aviation. “The 919 is a narrowbody and 121 is an
80-seat regional jet, so that’s why we see a lot of E-Jet potential in
that market.”

EMBRAER

BOTH REGIONAL JETS AND TURBOPROPS kept emergency
and medical personnel and supplies moving while larger aircraft
were grounded during the pandemic. Brazil’s Embraer, with its E-Jet
range, is the leading manufacturer of jets up to 150 seats and is now
returning to its roots with a new-generation turboprop.
Embraer, which also has operations in executive aviation, defence
and space and urban air mobility, recently shared its plans for those
sectors as part of its 2022 Media Day event in Brazil. After the event
Asian Aviation interviewed Embraer Commercial Aviation President
and CEO Arjan Meijer to get his perspective on Asia-Pacific and
Embraer’s strategy for the region.
On the commercial side, Embraer forecasts world demand for
10,900 new aircraft with up to 150 seats over the next 20 years,
with a market value of US$650 billion. Embraer forecast that 8,640
new jets and 2,260 new turboprops will be delivered by 2040.
Replacement of aging aircraft will account for 57 percent of all
new deliveries while 43 percent will be used to grow markets. The
global operating fleet will grow from 9,202 aircraft in 2019 to 13,991
in 2040. Out of the 10,900 new aircraft needed by 2024, Embraer
forecasts 3,060 will be for airlines in Asia-Pacific, increasing the
up to 150-seat fleet from 1,573 in 2019 to 4,473 in 2040. The region
will add 2,160 jets and 900 turboprops.
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MICHAEL DORAN

iary QantasLink. In May 2022, Qantas moved from 20 percent to
100 percent ownership of Alliance and it operates up to 18 Embraer
E190s on QantasLink services.
QantasLink uses a mix of Boeing 717s and 737s, and E190’s longer
range than the 717 and smaller size than a 737 makes it the rightsize for longer flights in regional areas. QantasLink operates three
to four flights day on the E190 compared to one or two on the 737,
providing regional passengers with more choice.
Embraer has service centres in China, Japan, Australia, Singapore,
and the Philippines. It also has full-flight simulators in Australia, China and Japan. Meijer says that with a regional office in Singapore and
parts and MRO facilities across the region they have the right level
of support for the Asia-Pacific Fleet. “The airlines that are currently

▲ The modern cockpit of the E190 E2 as it is landing at Embraer’s
Brazil facility.

He nominates large countries such as China, India and Australia
where keeping people connected in often harsh and remote environments presents unique challenges for aircraft and crews. “The
Tibetan Plateau has some very challenging high airports and there
are a lot of small cities in that region that need to be connected. The
E190-E2 has the performance you need for those tough conditions so
we believe it’s a great tool for airlines to connect the Tibetan plateau.”
Those comments apply equally well to India, with it widespread
network of second and third tier cities and airports spread across the
sub-continent. Not every connection to a regional or international
hub can be done profitably with a turboprop or a narrowbody, and
that’s where the lower seat cost of the E-Jets stands out.
In a single class cabin the E190-E2 can carry up to 114 passengers
and the E195-E2 can take 146 passengers. On connecting routes
where peak time capacity is more important than multiple frequencies, a 114 or 146 seat jet can be a better fit than a 72 seat turboprop.
Prior to being taken over 100 percent by Qantas, Australia’s Alliance Air had introduced Embraer E190 aircraft into its previously
all-Fokker fleet. Alliance operates a mix of scheduled and charter
services, with a significant market flying resource workers in and
out of very remote mining sites.
In 2021 Qantas contracted Alliance to operate services linking
regional centres with smaller capital cities, on behalf of its subsid-
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EMBRAER

▶ Embraer’s production facility at the Ozires Silva facility in São José
dos Campos, Brazil.

flying E-jets in Asia are well supported for MRO, line maintenance
and training and we have a team in Singapore ready to support
any airline in the region,” he explains. “We have a good footprint
in Asia-Pacific that operates at a very professional and high level.”
A big topic of interest at the Embraer presentations was the new
generation turboprop (TPNG), a totally new concept that Meijer says
“is not a turboprop as we know it today.”
The TPNG is not a concept aircraft that will only ever exist on a
drawing board but a key part of Embraer’s strategic direction in
the up to 150-seat market, where it sits in an eco-friendly family of
aircraft from nine to 150 seats.
“What Embraer intends to do is to literally bring the E-jet E2
product that we’ve developed over the last few years to the turbo-
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▲ Arjan Meijer says the new TPNG “is not a turboprop as we know it today.”
(P2F) conversions has left a gap, especially for operators who
prop market,” he says. “We’re using the same cross section and the
want to go deeper into the delivery network with smaller capacity.
same cabin, so for passengers it’s going to be a completely different
“It’s also an opportunity to give the E-1 a longer life and another
experience from today’s turboprops.”
role in an airlines network so they can move to the E-Jets E2. We
Embraer are planning on a 50 and 90-seat version to bring dishave our first agreement with NAC (Nordic Aviation Capital) for
ruptive economics to the sector. They believe the TP90 will bring
up to ten aircraft and a second order for ten from an undisclosed
up to 15 percent lower operating costs, 25 percent more seats,
customer,” Meijer said.
reduced fuel burn and a 20 percent speed advantage over existing
turboprops. Moving the engines to
the rear will produce a much quieter
What Embraer intends to do is to literally bring the E-jet E2
cabin and make ground handling and
product that we’ve developed over the last few years to the
loading operations more efficient.
“From a sustainability perspective
turboprop market. We’re using the same cross section and the
on a like-for-like turboprop replacesame cabin, so for passengers it’s going to be a completely
ment, the TP90, compared to what’s
different experience from today’s turboprops.
available today, will generate up to
ten percent reduction in fuel burn
ARJAN MEIJER, EMBRAER
and emissions. That’s turboprop to
turboprop but we’re also looking at
One of the strongest messages from Embraer is the concept of
the 50-seat jet operations in the US, where the fuel reduction is more
having a family of products that covers all the needs of the up to 150
like 25 to 35 percent. We hope to launch the program in early to mid
seat customers. Meijer points to the evolution from the Bandeirante,
2023 and from then on it will be the detailed design, manufacturing
to the Brasilia, the ERJ145 and to the bigger aircraft of today. “That’s
and certification with an entry into service in early 2028,” Meijer
why we’re adding the turboprop to really strengthen our product line
adds. “So we are fully moving forward on the turboprop.”
all the way up from 50 to 150 seats,” he says. “And with the Energia
Embraer have also announced the E190/E195 Freighter confamily we’re really looking at the bottom end up to 50 seats and
version program, which will fill the space between turboprop and
bringing new green technologies to the market.” 
narrowbody aircraft. The recent surge of passenger to freighter
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DEMAND FOR BUSINESS JETS RISING
The demand for private jets, to buy, lease or share, has never
been greater, with the pandemic restraints introducing a whole
new audience to the sector. COVID did not change people’s
desire or need to travel, it just made it more difficult to do on a
commercial aircraft. At Embraer’s 2022 Media Day, President
and CEO of Embraer Executive Jets Michael Amalfitano said
this has introduced many first-time users into the private
market. He describes this as growth from the base of the market,
where people are looking to buy entry level light and medium
category aircraft.
“We benefit from that because our four clean-sheet products
are directly in that space, so we’re very excited to see this step
change growth taking place,” he says. “These customers could
always afford to buy an aircraft and now drivers like health, safety
and security are really important.”
Connections, something that COVID really fractured, are
another driver for private aviation, which Amalfitano says is not

EMBRAER

The Praetor 600 can link London-New York
or São Paulo-Miami nonstop.

EMBRAER

Embraer’s Phenom 300E has been the best selling aircraft in its segment for 10 consecutive years.

EMBRAER

REGIONAL JETS

point-to-point, but rather lifestyle to lifestyle. “They are trying to
connect with their families, their work or whatever their drivers
are, they are focused on being connected.”
Embraer has four executive aircraft in its portfolio, the Phenom
100EV and Phenom 300E, plus the Praetor 500 and Praetor
600. The Phenom 300 has been the world’s best-selling, most
delivered light jet for the past decade, with more than 600
delivered since its 2009 introduction.
“We don’t play in all the segments and we’re not into the large
and ultra-long-range market, not yet. We have a very specific
space and we want to own that space from the super mid-size
category down to the entry level jets,” he said.
Launched in 2018, the Praetor is a new aircraft that Amalfitano
says is “the most technologically advanced midsize and super
midsize aircraft in the categories, bar none.” The Praetor 600
has a nonstop range of 4,018 nm (7,441km), with city-pairs
such as London-New York, São Paulo-Miami or Dubai-London
within reach. 
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Higher costs may
help and hurt lessors
Airlines that are just starting to see a recovery from the near global shutdown
of aviation are being hit with rising costs like the rest of the world. Fuel, labour
and lease rates are on the rise. As Matt Driskill explains, this might bode well
for the leasing industry, but Russia lurks in the background.
AFTER SPENDING THE PAST TWO-PLUS YEARS supporting their
airline customers, lessors are seeing a rise in business thanks in part
to the re-start of domestic and regional aviation, which is supporting
strong growth in the narrowbody segment.
Lessors came through the pandemic working in partnership with
their airline customers because with no one flying, lessors were
reluctant to repossess planes from airlines that couldn’t afford to
make payments.
Now, with interest rates rising, lessors stand to benefit as they
will in all likelihood be passing along those higher costs to their
customers. Peter Barrett, the chief executive of lessor SMBC Aviation
Capital told the recent Airfinance Journal conference that managing
costs over the next 12-24 months will be key for the industry. “If I
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had to pick one topic that’s going to be a challenge for the industry
over the next 24 months, it will be the cost base and how elastic will
demand be relative to that,” Barrett said.
After years in which airlines enjoyed growth helped by low interest rates, Barrett said it was inevitable for the rising cost of money
would eventually be passed on to the rates charged to airlines for
leasing jets.
While demand for medium-haul air travel and narrowbody jets is
bouncing back after the COVID pandemic, according to a recent
Reuters report, higher costs are on the way. Lessors like SMBC and
others own over half of the world’s fleet of commercial passenger
jets. In addition to interest rates and inflation, lessors warned of
pressure on airlines from fuel and insurance costs linked to Russia’s

FINANCE & LEASING

◀ Over 400 leased planes worth almost US$10 billion remained in
Russia after a March 28 deadline to cancel the contracts in line with
Western sanctions.
invasion of Ukraine. Barrett said higher insurance rates for lessors
could also impact lease rates.
Airlines whose balance sheets are reeling from the pandemic
are likely to turn increasingly to leasing companies and focus on
operating rather than owning fleets, Barrett predicted. Leasing firms
themselves may face higher costs as inflation drives up jet values,
but inflation is broadly supportive in the long-term for “hard assets”
like airplanes, he added.
BOC Aviation CEO Robert Martin echoed those sentiments about
higher costs and said recently the large insurance claims related
to the cancellation of aircraft leases in Russia is already leading to
“horrendous” hikes in the cost of renewing policies.
Over 400 leased planes worth almost US$10 billion remained in
Russia after a March 28 deadline to cancel the contracts in line with
Western sanctions over the war in Ukraine, leaving lessors facing
heavy potential write-downs or a long insurance battle. “Because
there are going to be huge claims on these insurances this year for
confiscation or theft if the aircraft aren’t given back, this will then
have a knock on effect on insurance costs,” Martin said.

BOC Aviation said in early July it expects to suffer a net loss of at
least US$310 million for the first six months of the year because it
had decided to cut the net book value of 17 leased aircraft remaining
under control of Russian airlines to zero from US$803.6 million. The
company believes “it is unlikely to be able to recover those aircraft
from Russia in the foreseeable future, if ever.” It has recovered only
one from the country so far since the start of the war in Ukraine.
The size of BOC Aviation’s Russia-related loss is similar to that of
Japan’s SMBC Aviation Capital, which, with 35 aircraft stranded in
Russia, has the largest exposure to the country among Asian lessors.
Its parent Sumitomo Mitsui Finance and Leasing said in mid-May
that it recorded an extraordinary loss of 81.96 billion yen (US$605
million) for the financial year that ended in March.
And the world’s top aircraft lessor AerCap said it had submitted a
US$3.5 billion insurance claim for more than 100 jets stuck in Russia,
the largest exposure in the sector. Most regional and global lessors
acknowledged months ago that they have sustained financial losses
due to European Union sanctions requiring the termination of all
aircraft leases with Russian companies. Apart from Avolon Holdings,
co-owned by China’s Bohai Leasing and Japan’s Orix, which reported US$304 million in Russia-related losses, major Chinese aircraft
lessors had yet to announce how they would treat their exposure
to the Russian market. 
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Cargo making a comeback
as China eases restrictions
China has long been called the manufacturer of the world but the COVID
pandemic and China’s tough approach severely impacted air cargo. The latest
data shows things in China and globally are looking up as Matt Driskill reports.
THE INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION (IATA)
recently released May 2022 data for global air cargo markets showing
that the easing of Omicron restrictions in China helped to alleviate
supply chain constraints and contributed a performance improve in
May. Global demand, measured in cargo tonne-kilometres (CTKs), was
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8.3 percent below May 2021 levels (-8.1 percent for international operations). This was an improvement on the year-on-year decline of 9.1
percent seen in April. Capacity was 2.7 percent above May 2021 (+5.7
percent for international operations). This more than offset the 0.7
percent year-on-year drop in April. Capacity expanded in all regions

CARGO

◀ In early July, Cathay Pacific Cargo announced it had resumed
its full freighter schedule and will be operating between 90 to 100
freighters each week.
with Asia-Pacific experiencing the largest growth, according to IATA.
The association said air cargo performance is being impacted by
several factors. Trade activity ramped-up slightly in May as lockdowns in China due to Omicron were eased. Emerging regions also
contributed to growth with stronger volumes. New export orders,
a leading indicator of cargo demand and world trade, decreased in
all markets, except China. The war in Ukraine continues to impair
cargo capacity used to serve Europe as several airlines based in
Russia and Ukraine were key cargo players.
“May offered positive news for air cargo, most notably because of
the easing of some Omicron restrictions in China,” said Willie Walsh,
director general of IATA. “On a seasonally adjusted basis, we saw
growth (0.3 percent) after two months of decline. The return of Asian
production as COVID-19 measures eased, particularly in China, will
support demand for air cargo. And the strong rebound in passenger
traffic has increased belly capacity, although not always in the markets
where the capacity crunch is most critical. But uncertainty in the overall economic situation will need to be carefully watched,” said Walsh.
Asia-Pacific airlines saw their air cargo volumes decrease by 6.6
percent in May 2022 compared to the same month in 2021. This
was a significant improvement over the 15.8 percent decline in April.
Airlines in the region have been heavily impacted by lower trade and
manufacturing activity due to Omicron-related lockdowns in China.
However this started to ease in May as restrictions were lifted. Available capacity in the region fell 7.4 percent compared to May 2021.
Some airlines are beefing up their cargo routes to China even as
the country continues to enforce its zero-COVID policy that sees
flash lockdowns in cities when cases pop up. Etihad Cargo recently
announced it was adding 15 direct passenger and freighter flights
per week for China with cargo capacity of 2,708 tonnes.
Etihad continued to serve China cargo needs with a variety of
capacity, including reconfigured cargo-only passenger freighters.
From July onward, it will continue to expand operations, focusing
exclusively on direct passenger flights and dedicated 777 freighter
flights, the airline said. In addition to cargo capacity on passenger
flights, Etihad Cargo also operates Boeing 777-200 freighter flights
daily for Shanghai and six times per week for Hong Kong, bringing the
total cargo capacity into and out of China to 2,708 tonnes per week.
Martin Drew, senior vice president Global Sales & Cargo at Etihad
Aviation Group, said: “As the Chinese market starts to recover from
COVID challenges and zero-COVID restrictions are lifted, Etihad is
pleased to resume its passenger operations to Beijing and reaffirm
our commitment to Etihad Cargo customers with the introduction of
capacity on key trade lanes. These flights will connect China to the
Middle East, Europe and the rest of the world via Etihad Cargo’s hub
in Abu Dhabi. China is a critical strategic market for Etihad Cargo,
and the direct flights between the two capital cities and other major

destinations will further strengthen the comprehensive strategic
partnership between the United Arab Emirates and China.
In early July, Cathay Pacific Cargo announced it had resumed
its full freighter schedule and will be operating between 90 to 100
freighters each week.
Tom Owen, director of cargo, said: “For the Americas that means
about 35 trans-Pacific freighters a week, and there will be a daily
freighter service to Europe. We’re also planning to operate more than
500 cargo-only-passenger flights a month around the region, which
will also provide a strong lift over the next few months to feed our
reactivated long-haul freighter services.”
In May, Cathay Pacific continued to restore its freighter network
with the addition of flights to Amsterdam Schiphol, Paris CDG,
London Heathrow, Dubai, Riyadh and Phnom Penh.
Cathay also said the company still faces challenges including
crew constraints with its Chinese Mainland schedule, and “potential
economic headwinds”, while there is also “some pressure from more
cargo belly capacity returning to the market”.
“While our cargo capacity starts to increase, the overall market
recovery is not without its challenges, and there continues to be
kinks in the supply chain,” Frosti Lau, general manager for Cargo
Service Delivery at Cathay, said earlier. “The lockdowns are starting
to ease in Shanghai, but there has been an impact on both manufacturing output and the supply chain. I would like to pay tribute to
our team there, who worked so hard — even sleeping in the office
for the duration — to keep the operation going. At one point, Cathay
Pacific was the sole airline (bar Chinese Mainland carriers) operating
at Pudong, and their efforts to keep the network intact and keep
goods moving by air from Shanghai or by truck to other ports is a
cause of considerable pride.”
Air cargo players are generally upbeat about the industry’s outlook, at least according to comments made by Ashwin Bhat, chief
commercial officer at Lufthansa Cargo, at the Scan Global Logistics
Air & Ocean Freight Outlook in June. Bhat said he doesn’t believe
there will be a negative lasting impact from the pandemic for air cargo because global economies will recover and air cargo continues to
transport high-value goods. Some of that recovery is already being
seen around the world with people taking to the air in droves, catching some airlines off guard. Bhat said the future focus of air cargo
should be on ensuring the supply chain is a “value chain”, alongside
more fluid collaboration, and more smart solutions, including those
that cut CO2, he told his audience. Bhat said passenger demand is
steeper than expected but the capacity gap remains. “The air cargo
capacity projection is that we will come to the pre-COVID situation
only by 2025.”
But the demand for commodities and products is climbing. The
supply chain disruption has been exacerbated by a lack of spare
parts and materials following factory shutdowns in China during
the lockdowns, putting more demand pressure on airfreight to
deliver when these become available. The rise of e-commerce also
continues to push up demand for airfreight capacity, Bhat said. 
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In for the long run
Despite the millions of dollars being invested and the thousands of press
releases touting so-called Urban Air Mobility, the humble helicopter isn’t
going away anytime soon, as Matt Driskill reports.
SINCE THE FIRST PRACTICAL HELICOPTER WAS FLOWN back
in 1939, the machine has evolved into various models that inventor
Igor Sikorsky would undoubtedly recognise, but would be dumbfounded by the speed, abilities and range of today’s commercial
and military models. Today’s machines fly offshore oil workers to
and from work, ferry the rich and famous to their Hamptons retreats
and help business people from Tokyo to Manila to Jakarta avoid the
famously clogged traffic in those cities.
But dozens of companies from Australia to China to the US and
Europe think they have a better way to move people. Name-brand
companies from Airbus to Embraer to Boeing have jumped into the
game as have dozens of smaller players like Volocopter, EHang in
China, Wisk in the US, and most recently in Australia a company
called V-STAR plans its own version of a Vertical Take-off and
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Landing (VTOL) aircraft. Many of these developers are also working
on eVTOLs (for electrically powered flight), some are autonomous
and some are piloted. What they all have in common is the desire
to displace the helicopter in various segments.
David Rottblatt, the vice president of business development at
Eve Urban Air Mobility, which was spun out of Embraer, told Asian
Aviation previously that Eve doesn’t plan to generate revenue until at
least 2024 and by 2030 hopes to be seeing about US$4.5 billion in
revenue. “I think it’s safe to say that we’re getting ready to generate
revenue well before urban air mobility really starts to scale as an
industry. Because we have so many other types of products that
we’re building, we can start learning together with our customers
and then offer those first generation products and services really
in a few years, again, before the urban air mobility industry really

ROTOR/UAM

◀ An Uber helicopter operating in New York.
starts to scale. What’s very exciting about this industry and why I
think so many people are very happy to invest in this is because
there’s multiple technologies that are all maturing and connecting
at the same time right now, which is the maturation of batteries, the
maturation of autonomous technologies and capabilities, and, of
course, the onset of the ride share industry.”
Getting people to actually ride in an un-piloted UAM vehicle
might be a problem though. A recent study by the European Space
Agency showed that people in the industry do see eVTOLs as supplanting helicopters for medical purposes (delivering medicines
to the Outback in Australia perhaps) some see eVTOLs as good
for freight transport, but only 54 percent predicted a potential for
passenger transport.
Other things stand in the way of eVTOLs as well. For one, the
modern rotor industry is switching to sustainable aviation fuel (SAF)
as a way to cut emissions. EVTOLs will use batteries, which are not
environmentally friendly either to produce or dispose of. UAM aircraft
will also face stiff challenges in overcoming regulatory hurdles put
in place by governments that are notoriously slow to adopt new
technologies. The US Federal Aviation Administration is actively
preparing for a future that integrates electrified UAM into aviation

infrastructure, but new aircraft designs will require new certification
standards for pilots and the aircraft. This is especially true when it
comes to crewed versus uncrewed aircraft, which have very different
risk profiles and different regulations.
Governments as well may stand in the way or eVTOL adoption.
Proponents of eVTOLs and UAM say their industry can help busy
commuters avoid clogged roadways. Governments, wary of losing
revenue from toll roads and public transport, may just decide to build
more subways and higher capacity roads.
Money is another challenge facing eVTOLs if they hope to replace helicopters. Batteries, again, are a problem. Not only are they
expensive to produce and dispose of, but governments like the
US require that any person removing or servicing a battery in an
aircraft registered in the US, must have a valid mechanic license,
which can be a big deal because they are expensive and not easy
to obtain. And despite the confidence of Eve’s Rottblatt that costs
will come down and those savings passed along to an eVTOL passenger, that’s unlikely to happen. EVTOLs will be seen as business
jets are — for the rich, the famous and Hollywood stars. Services
exist already in overpopulated cities like Manila which charge the
equivalent of US$200 to US$500 for flights to and from airports. If
UAM/eVTOL costs are similar, there is unlikely to be a mass market
for the industry. 
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Dornier rises
in the Philippines

Dornier Technology, a Philippine-based MRO provider, recently named
Nikos Gitsis as its CEO. Matt Driskill caught up with Gitsis to learn more
about the growing company.
AAV: You actually wear a couple of different hats in the Philippines.
You’ve been there for a long time and started with a ground-handling
company in the Philippines. I think you’re also involved in a cargo
airline. Give us a quick tour of Dornier and tell us what you’re doing
in the Philippines.
NG: Okay. Well basically, yeah, I founded Southeast Asian Airlines in
1995. Out of that airline, we spun out some different companies. In
the meantime, that airline was sold to Cebu Pacific in 2014. As part
of that chain of events, we spun out a ground handling company and
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an MRO in 2010 and 2008 respectively. Currently, we have a small
freighter airline operating that is still called Southeast Asian Airlines,
or SEAIR. Our ground-handling company is operating throughout the
Philippines in 15 different locations. It’s a partnership with another
group, another conglomerate in the country right now. Dornier Technology is wholly owned by us still, and it’s a company we’ve been
developing and growing. The chairman of the company is Iren Dornier,
who’s the grandson of the founder of Dornier in Germany. Him and I
started the group together in 1994 when we came to the Philippines.

IN CONVERSATION

◀ Dornier was one of the first MRO operators at the former
US air base at Clark.
▶ Nikos Gitsis, CEO of Dornier Technology.

AAV: Okay. Basically, you’re in the Clark Economic Zone, the Special
Economic Zone that the Philippines developed. Clark obviously is the
former US air base there. How is Clark doing, and is the Philippines
really investing in the facilities there? Is there more they can do? Tell
us a little bit about the economic zone and your operations there.
NG: We’ve been based in the Philippines in Clark from the beginning.
We were one of the first locators in Clark Air Base. Our hangar has
been in Clark since 1995. The advantages Clark has, it’s a tax-free
zone, there’s an excellent runway and wide open facilities for movements, for growth. In the early years, it grew slowly. But recently, the
government gave away the rights to develop and operate Airport Way,
an investment group that’s partly Singaporean and partly Filipino
owned. That group took over that airport just before the pandemic,
and they were actively developing a new terminal and expanding the
facilities there. At the same time,
Clark has been growing recently
The advantages Clark has, it’s a tax-free zone, there’s an excellent
from the demand because Marunway and wide open facilities for movements, for growth.
nila is fully saturated. The slots
were already filled up, and it was
AAV: The Philippines, as I mentioned earlier, has got a pretty big
a natural spillover from Manila into Clark. It was growing quite rapidly
aviation market. The reason I’m asking this, you have a country
pre-COVID. Of course, COVID pulled everything back quite a bit, but
like India, which is going to be, if it’s not already, the third-largest
we see very positive signs now that it’s coming back. The carriers
aviation market in the world behind the US and China. But India
are starting to set up their bases again, the local carriers are getting
makes it really hard for MRO providers. There’s a lot of taxes, a lot
ready to relaunch out of Clark as Manila fills up again. There’s a big
of import restrictions, things like that. So all the Indian carriers are
catchment area in that area for passenger and cargo. Recently, FedEx
shipping out their planes for MRO to the Middle East and a little
has set up their second base in Asia. I think they shifted one of their
bit to Southeast Asia. Does the Philippines realise the value of the
bases out of China and put it into the Philippines to divest a bit from
MRO business there?
China and keep a more balanced approach in Asia.
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AAV: What drew you to the Philippines? It’s a great country. I love it.
I’ve been there many times. I think before the pandemic, I was actually
there four or five times in the span of a year. There’s actually quite a
bit of aviation business there, but what drew you to the Philippines?
NG: At that time, what brought us to the Philippines was the opportunity to realise a small aviation project. I’m a pilot and so is Dornier,
and we wanted to start a little operation flying to some exotic places.
When he discovered the Philippines, he called me up. We were talking about doing something in Mexico, and we ended up coming to
the Philippines after he discovered it with his brother. He called me
up and he says, “Forget about Mexico. I found an amazing place.” At
that time, there was a group developing an island, which was part of
the El Nido group, and they asked us to invest in that. The exchange
was also that we would provide the air transportation for that small
resort. That’s how we started and why we came to the Philippines.
From there, it grew in fits and spurts basically, in small steps and
increments, and sometimes big ones. It’s what brought us there.

IN CONVERSATION

NG: I don’t know if they actually realise. I hope they see the potential of MRO. Coincidentally Clark is a Special Economic Zone
and that comes with special tax privileges so we can offer those
to our customers. Whether they did that intentionally or not for
MRO, I don’t think so. It was more of an area that could develop an
import-export zone. We’re able to also benefit from those tax perks
that Clark offers. Clark is one of the primary areas that offer that kind
of incentive for MRO.
AAV: We talked about COVID a little bit. How did it impact your
business? Obviously, people are flying more now. When I flew to
Cambodia, they had dropped all the restrictions. All you had to do
was be vaccinated. You could buy a visa on arrival. It was actually
the fastest I’ve ever gone through immigration and customs, so I was
really happy about that. How did it affect your business through the
last two years, and are you seeing an upswing in MRO?
NG: Actually, what COVID did for our business, is actually accelerate
our growth. After the initial stoppage of everything, because the
local carriers were at that time pushing out their base maintenance
work to countries like Malaysia and Singapore, they discovered that

▶ Dornier currently operates a two-slot hanger but hopes to expand
its footprint as MRO demand ramps up.
Singapore doesn’t have any land. Malaysia’s got plenty of land, so
they can set up the infrastructure there. Do you see Malaysia as a
competitor? What about Vietnam? Where’s your main competition?
NG: All of those are competitors to us. But at the same time, what
we’re seeing is that the operators are growing their fleets continually.
A lot of the demand is coming from our local environment. We’re
trying to reach out to the surrounding countries to also try to find
work as well. We’re lucky that there’s a big fleet of ATRs and Airbus
320s in the Philippines, and that’s what we’re targeting. From there,
we have sufficient work, but there’s room for more. That’s why we
want to grow our reach. When you compare us to Singapore, our
costs are much lower. Even Malaysia, we’re still much lower than
Malaysia. There are other countries in the region that are closer to
the Philippines, but we have a big pool of talent that we can draw
from. Filipinos are not only plentiful in the Philippines, but they’re
also in all the aviation hubs of the world and in all the companies.
From there, we can draw the talent that we need to continue our
progress and growth going forward. So
that’s what we’re doing.

There are other countries in the region that are closer to the
Philippines, but we have a big pool of talent that we can draw
from. Filipinos are not only plentiful in the Philippines, but
they’re also in all the aviation hubs of the world and in all the
companies. From there, we can draw the talent that we need
to continue our progress and growth going forward.
we were accelerating our positioning prior to COVID. When COVID
happened, the timing was just right, and it allowed the carriers to
give us work in the Philippines without them having to reposition
planes, reposition pilots. It actually became a very beneficial situation. We ended up doing over 30 C- checks over the last two and
a half years because of COVID. With that, we developed and built
up our strength with our base maintenance checks, where before,
our bigger strength was on the line in Manila and Cebu and a little
bit in Clark. But now, we’ve built up our maintenance capabilities
as a base provider.
AAV: Okay. Let’s talk about competition. I like to talk about this a lot.
I was living in Singapore for a long time. They’ve got the high-end
stuff, the high technology stuff. They’ve got the engine blades at Rolls
Royce. For business jets, they’ve got Bombardier and people like that.
They really do the super high-end technical stuff. A lot of the what I
would call, run-of-the-mill or regular MRO work is being farmed out
in Malaysia. Kuala Lumpur is putting a lot of money into MRO work
as well. You’re seeing a lot of people move there because basically
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AAV: You talk about the Filipino people.
It’s amazing to me. They’re extraordinarily educated, and the problem is they
don’t have a lot of opportunities at home.
That’s why you see so many people going out and working as helpers. There
used to be a joke that you could hire a
Filipino helper, and she’s probably got a
PhD in nuclear physics and she’s working as a helper. But you really do have a lot of talent there.
NG: Yeah, there’s a lot of talent. The Filipinos all speak English.
They’re well-educated, and they’re good people to work with and
work together with. It’s a good place to develop for MRO especially
because there are many Filipinos in the Middle East and in Singapore that want to come back. A lot of our mechanics and engineers
actually go back and forth. They’ll come here for two, three years,
they’ll go abroad for two, three years. So they get the best of both
worlds. They’ll go abroad, earn a little bit more, and they’ll come
back home and enjoy their homeland, their families, and all of that.
But yeah, there’s those opportunities also.
AAV: You talked earlier just briefly about the growth that you’re planning. Give us an idea of what your growth plans are.
NG: We’ve been looking to expand our footprint in Clark for some
time and there’s some space at Clark Airport that we could potentially move into. We were actively looking for the next step
for the company. We had put that on hold when COVID hit, and
we’re going to wait about another year or two but we’ll probably

DORNIER

IN CONVERSATION

be looking in that direction again. Depending
No one ever planned for a pandemic like that as their
on the upsurge in revenge travel happens as
black swan in their business plans, but I think we have a
everyone expects, and I think it’s going that
way, there may be a big surge of demand. With
good grip on how to move with that now. I think there’s
that, we hope we can propel the company into
going to be a big demand coming forward.
not only a bigger footprint for our hangar, right
now our hangar is a two-slot hangar, but also to
NG: I think demand is going to outpace the supply and you’re going
service more or another type of aircraft. For example, we’re gearing
to see, similar to what’s happening in US and in Europe, that there’s
up towards the Airbus 320 more in detail, and also looking at the
going to be a lot of demand and there’s going to be a push to grow
Dash 8 Series aircraft.
to meet those demands. As long as another crazy wave of COVID
or something doesn’t happen…I mean, it’s not an unexpected event
AAV: Okay. Nick, last question. Aviation has really suffered the last
anymore. No one ever planned for a pandemic like that as their black
couple years. You talked about revenge travel. I’m seeing that. My wife
swan in their business plans, but I think we have a good grip on
just flew to Europe the other day, and she said the plane was absohow to move with that now. I think there’s going to be a big demand
lutely packed. She couldn’t get an upgrade. She’s got tons of miles,
coming forward. Yeah. It’s going to be enough work for everyone and
but she couldn’t get an upgrade because all the seats were filled so
we’ve just got to keep things organised and stay busy and service
we’re seeing that revenge travel happen. But what’s the future look
the customer. That’s our plan. 
like for you, for Dornier in the Philippines, and for MRO in general?
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ALL YOU
NEED
IS LESS
WHEELS AND BRAKES
IT’S THAT SIMPLE
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We master the elements. We develop designs.
But only when imagination has fully spread its wings
have we achieved the cruising altitude of our minds.
Imagine the impossible and we make it real.
Visit our website and watch our Imagine-Clip.

